Why WATS is Perfect For your Key Roles:
The Value of
Test and Repair Data
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WATS For Management

WATS For Test Engineers

Want to make better decisions? It all starts with
data.

WATS is a powerful extension of your current
manufacturing test system. It standardises
business-critical data and makes it accessible in
real-time without spending time keeping it running
– you can concentrate on your core tasks instead.

Effective decisions are led by insight, and managers prioritising stronger connections and more
significant data visibility are more successful.
WATS can read any test result format and will
automatically bring together the data so that you
can see the result as one, and that’s in a web
browser or even on your mobile phone.
The ROI on your test assets is a direct result of
having easy access to accurate testing and strong
test yields.
WATS has the unique ability to bring out
manufacturing test KPIs from raw data and push
them straight into BI Dashboards. It also tracks
the performance of every single
component you’re responsible for in real-time.

Aggregated test data is a big part of driving
efficiency in an electronics manufacturing
environment and so installing a solution tried and
tested by the industry is the sensible choice.
WATS helps connect data to the people who need
it most, optimise your testing processes, and
deliver added value to your organisation.

Why Choose WATS?
Real Time Data
Complete Traceability
Best In Class Data Visibility
Web and Mobile Access
Quick Setup

Contact Us

E-mail: sales@virinco.com
Web: WATS.com
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WATS For
Quality Assurance
In the ultra-fast world of electronics
manufacturing where components can change,
different test operators can swap in or out, and
environmental factors impact production there’s
more key metrics to track than ever in a quality
role.
WATS’ Unit Verification Rules help make sure no
product leaves your factory or your suppliers
unless all tests are complete and passed.
Keeping track of test history and maintenance
records are also easy with maintenance specs
that can be custom designed using WATS.

Your Advantage:
WATS For R&D
Staying ahead of your competition is vital if you
want to make the most of your business.
Keeping your eyes fixed on the next tech is key
– but luckily, it’s here. WATS is a perfect environment to access real-time testing data in its raw
form easily and contextually.
In electronics, manufacturing testing is a crucial
part of product development, so access to KPIs
backed up by consistent, interconnected data
sets is vital.
If you don’t want to be left behind, you need to do
the most with your test data –
you know that, and so does WATS.

Contact Us

Instant Setup
WATS provides complete access to
all of your data, is easy to use, and
integrates with other test or business
critical systems.

Real-time Test Data
WATS helps you make critical decisions in real-time by providing access
to all your Test Data to identify trends,
analyse yields and failures.

Continuous Improvement
Think Lean, think WATS - the system
is completely consistent with the Six
Sigma principles.
Use WATS’ top-down approach to detect frequent test or product failures
when they first appear and fix them
quickly.
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